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ABSTRACT
Neutron flux in the side regions of the High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor's

(HTGR) Prestressed Concrete

Reactor Vessel (PCRV) was determined using the Monte Carlo
method.

One quarter of the PCRV was modeled, with all

major structures inside it, e.g. steam generator, auxiliary cooling loop, etc. imaged at their exact position and
size.
MeV.

Initial neutron energies range from .001 eV to 3
Three neutron interactions were considered: absorb-

tion, elastic scattering, and inelastic scattering.
The flux was calculated for two different PCRV tempera
o
atures, 155 F and 647 F.
The thermal flux showed a minor
increase at the higher temperature.

In general, the

results agree with previous calculations which were made
using the transport method.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Description of the Problem
The purpose of this work is the calculation of the

neutron flux in the primary containment vessel for the
core of the High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR) .
The HTGR reactor is a thermal reactor with graphite as
moderator and helium gas as coolant.
The primary containment vessel of an HTGR is called
the Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) .

It is a

cylindrical shell made of concrete laced with numerous
steel prestressing tendons and reinforcing rods.

The PCRV

provides the radiation shielding for the HTGR core and i t
also houses, in preformed cavities, the major components
of the system, such as steam generators, auxiliary cooling
loops, helium purification apparatus, control rod storage
wells, etc.
Since the PCRV provides the main shielding for the
HTGR core, an accurate determination of the neutron flux
inside the PCRV is necessary.
1
area by Gulf General Atomic.
far have used,

Work has been done in this
The calculations made so

for the most part, a slab geometry to ap-

proximate the cylindrical shape of the PCRV.

Considering

the large dimensions of the HTGR, such an approximation is
valid.

However, since safety is involved, an independent

investigation of the flux, using a completely different

2

technique, would be most useful in verifying previous calculations.

In particular, a method that would allow one

to model the large cavities mentioned above, would be
desirable.
In the present study the neutron flux is calculated
using the Monte Carlo method.

This technique has the ad-

vantage of complete flexibility with regard to geometry,
variety of materials, and parameters to be studied.

It

can be used only with the help of a large, fast computer,
and its only limitations come from the available computer
core and time.

The neutron flux can be obtained as the

solution of the transport equation.

Where the transport

equation mathematically describes the behavior of the
average neutron, the Monte Carlo method follows the "life,
history", of many individual neutrons as they travel
through the PCRV, and records the fate of each particle.
By examining the results of many histories, one can then
say something about the average neutron.

Such particle

parameters as distance traveled between interactions,
isotope with which the reaction occurs, and type of interaction, are determined by using the neutron cross sections
to calculate the probability that a particular event
happens.

A decision about which event actually occurs is

then made by comparing these probabilities to random numbers provided by the computer.

3

B.

Review of the Literature and Need for the Present Work
The basic theory on neutron interactions with matter

is covered in many standard textbooks, Ref. 2-5.

The

application of this theory to the Monte Carlo method can
be found in various books and reports, Ref. 6-10.

The

majority of the work done on calculating neutron flux,
where the PCRV is concerned, has been done by its designer,
Gulf General Atomic.

1

The people at Gulf have performed

the calculation using the transport method.

They are in

the process now of repeating the calculation using the
Monte Carlo method.
Gulf has been contacted concerning this work and think
an independent calculation is necessary.

All of the

geometry specifications for the problem were taken from
the Preliminary ·s afety Analysis Report, provided by Gulf. 11
Any additional information required was obtained through
.
t e conversa t '1on. 12
pr1va
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II.
A.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

General Monte Carlo Principles
The Monte Carlo method of following a neutron as it

travels through a medium is essentially a computer simulation of an actual experiment that could be performed
with a neutron source and detectors.

Instead of construe-

ting an elaborate, and expensive physical model, the
computer is used to simulate the model, and to act as a
neutron source, neutron detector, and guide for the neutron
as it moves throughout the medium.

All possible inter-

actions that could take place as the neutron moves along
its path must be taken into account.
eters are of primary importance:

The following param-

distance and direction

the neutron travels between any two successive interactions,

isotope with which the interaction occurs, the type

of interaction that takes place, and finally the new energy
and direction with which the neutron emerges from the
interaction.

To make decisions concerning the above

parameters, the Monte Carlo method uses the probabilities
for the various interactions.

Neutrons can thus be fol-

lowed until they are absorbed by the medium, or emerge
from it.
In this work three types of neutron interactions are
considered:

absorption, elastic scattering, and inelastic

scattering.

Since the HTGR is a thermal reactor, and is

5

surrounded by about 100 em of graphite reflector, the majority of neutrons leaving the active portion of the core,
and traversing the graphite, have such low energies that
other reactions such as
B.

(n,2n), can be neglected.

Geometric Model

One o£ the primary tasks in writing a Monte Carlo
Program is setting up an adequate geometrical model for
the system to be studied.

Usually one arrives at a trade

off between detail and simplicity.

What is desired, is

a model that will both adequately describe the PCRV, and
at the same time use the most basic geometric shapes.
Since the majority of the structures within the PCRV are
essentially cylindrical, the circle and cylinder were
chosen as the main configurations in the model.

Where

dimensions of a particular system varied along its length,
for example the radius of a steam generator, a cylinder
with an equivalent volume was used to approximate the
geometry of the actual system.

Further simplification

was made by considering the symmetry of the PCRV.

A plan

view of the PCRV, Fig. la, shows that i t can be divided
into basically four equal sections.
quarter of the PCRV need be modeled.

Therefore, only one
Such a choice has

the distinct advantage that the size of the model is
greatly reduced.
The drawback of such a representation is that two

6
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Section A-A.
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reflecting boundaries are created.

These boundaries, lo-

cated on the X and Y axes, and the method of reflection
are depicted in Fig. 2.

The method of reflection is based

on the assumption that because of symmetry the neutron
current through the reflecting boundaries is zero.
this means,

What

is that for every neutron crossing the

boundary, with a given energy and trajectory, another
neutron with the same energy and opposite trajectory, also
crosses the boundary.

Since many neutron histories are

considered in the program, a reflection scheme using this
opposite trajectory for the reflected neutron, should
yield the same results as the equal angle reflection
technique.

When a neutron crosses one of these boundaries,

its path is traced back to the coordinates of the crossing
point.

Its direction is reversed and its history is then

continued from this point.
y

(X2,Y2,Z2)

2 ......... ( Xl, Yl, Z 1)

X

1.

Neutron Moves Toward (X2,Y2,Z2) As It Crosses
The Reflecting Boundary At A.

2.
Figure 2:

After Reflection Neutron Moves Along Direction 2.
Method of Boundary Reflection.
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With regard to the

z

direction, which coincides with

z

the axis of the core, the PCRV is divided into five
zones.

Figs. 3a to 3e show these

z

zones.

The five zones

were selected because they clearly define boundaries within
the PCRV where major configurational changes take place.
Each major structure in the PCRV is given a specific
region number.

(Also depicted in Figs. 3a to 3e)

Numbers

1 through 13 are used for the various cylindrical structures.

Number 14 is assigned to the concrete.

A partic-

ular structure has the same region number regardless of

z zone.
As mentioned previously, the PCRV is pierced with
many steel tendons.

Except at very low energies, the mean

free path of a neutron is considerably greater than the
dimensions of the tendons.

For this reason, the material

making up the PCRV was homogenized.
referred to as " concrete ".

It is, however, still

For a similar reason the

steam generators, the area directly above the core, and
other minor structures were also homogenized.

c.

Neutron Tracking
1.

General Approach

Neutron tracking is the main task of the Program.
is divided into many sub-tasks.

(App. A)

It

The position, or

state of a neutron at every step of its history, is determined by eight numbers.
and

These are the coordinates X, Y,

z with respect to a fixed frame of reference, the three
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direction cosines a,

S, and

y defining the direction of

motion of the neutron, the neutron energy, En, and an
energy index IEO.

The neutron proceeds along its path

via an "interaction loop", until its history is terminated.

The following occurences are the possible reasons

for termination.
a.

The neutron is captured by one of the nuclei in
the PCRV.

b.

The neutron energy falls below a certain prescribed energy limit.

c.

The neutron has more collisions than a specified
number of collisions.

d.

The neutron passes into the core region.

e.

The neutron passes through the top or bottom of
the PCRV.

f.

The neutron passes through the side of the PCRV.

Whenever a termination is encountered, the coordinates,
energy, and type of termination are recorded and another
history is begun.
Every step of the particle's history starts with the
calculation of the total macroscopic cross section for the
material in which the neutron is located.

With this cross

section, the distance traveled by the neutron to the point
of its next collision is computed, and its collision coordinates are determined.

Next, a subroutine is called to

identify the region in which the neutron is located.

This
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subroutine also checks the neutron's path, from its previous collision point to its new coordiantes, to determine
whether it crossed one of the areas for which flux is to
be counted.

If such a crossing takes place, crossing co-

ordinates are computed (App. B) and this event is recorded.
If the neutron position satisfies any one of the criteria (d,e,f) listed above, the history is terminated.

If

the neutron is in a medium different from the one in which
its path originated, a new macroscopic cross section is
calculated and the process is repeated for the next step.
If the neutron crossed a reflecting boundary, it is reflected back along its path as previously discussed.

If

the neutron did not move to a new medium, it is free to
undergo an interaction with one of the nuclei in the
medium.

In this case one of the isotopes of the medium is

selected for the interaction, and the type of interaction
is determined.

If neutron capture takes place, termina-

tion criterion (a)

is met and the history is stopped.

If

either of the scattering type of collisions takes place,
the scattering equation portion of the program is called.
This section of the program calculates the energy and scattering angles the neutron has after its collision.

If this

energy falls below the prescribed energy limit, or the
preset maximum number of collisions is exceeded, criterion
(b) or (c) is met and the history is terminated.
history is then begun.

A new

If neither of these schemes occur,
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the neutron is cycled back to the beginning of the interaction loop and its history continued.

A detailed dis-

cussion of each portion of the program mentioned above
follows.
2.

Selection of the Initial State

The eight numbers defining the initial state of the
neutron were chosen as follows.
The X and Y coordinates satisfy the equation
X2 + y2

=

RC2

( 1)

where RC is the core radius, because the neutrons
originate at the inner surface of the PCRV, which has a
radius equal to that of the core cavity.

The X and Y co-

ordinates were selected with the assumption that i t is
equally probable for the neutron to start its life at any
point on the arc shown in Fig. 4.

Therefore, choosing

randomly an angle between 0 and TI/2 from the formula:
W

=

(TI/2)*RN

(2)

where RN is a random number, the Xl and Yl coordinates
can be found from the formulas:
Xl

=

RCcos(w)

( 3)

Yl

=

RCsin(w)

( 4)

The axial core flux at the outer edge of the
PCRV liner was approximated by a sine function.

This

sine function was therefore used to determine the starting
Zl coordinate.

Using again a random number, Zl is

17

y

X

Figure 4:

Selection of Initial X,Y Coordinates.

calculated from the f .o rmula:
Zl

=

(App. D)

HT-(H/TI)arcos(l-2RN)

(5)

where H is the height of the core and HT is the distance
from the bottom of the PCRV to the top of the core.
Initial neutron energies were determined by the use of
a figure obtained from Gulf, showing the side fluxes in a
PCRV.

(Fig. 5)

This diagram divided the neutron flux at

the outer edge of the PCRV Liner into four energy groups.
Group 1 was the fast group with energies greater than 1
MeV.

Group 2 was the fast group with energies between

.1 MeV and 1 Mev.

Group 3 was the intermediate group with

energies between .1 MeV and 2.38 eV.

Group 4 was the

thermal group with energies below 2.38 eV.

By adding the

flux for each group together, a total flux was obtained.
Using the following formula, probabilities P., that a
1

neutron would be in a particular group, were set up.
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Figure 5:

Reproduction of Figure 12.1.3-2 Neutron Fluxes
In Side Regions of Fulton Generating Station.
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P.

1

=

( 6}

Here¢· equals the individual group fluxes.

Comparing

1

these probabilities with a random number between 0 and 1,
a particular energy group was selected.

From here it was

assumed that within any group, any energy was equally
probable.

Therefore the starting energy of the neutron,

EN, was selected by:
(7}
where RN is a second random number.

Ei+l is the lower

boundary energy of the selected group and E. is the upper
1

boundary energy of the selected group.

Comparing this EN

with a preset energy table, an energy index, corresponding
to the tabulated energy immediately higher than EN, was
determined.

This index, IEO, greatly facilitates cross

section table look up, as shown in a later section.
The final starting variables to be selected are the
direction cosines, a, S, and y.

From Ref. 1 the polar

angle distribution is given as a function of the polar
angle,
tropic.

e.

For groups 3 and 4 the distribution is iso1 3
For group 2 it is a function of cos / (e}

group 1 it is a function of cos 2 (e}.

and for

However, this angu-

lar distribution is given, not in the fixed coordinate
system, but with respect to a vector on the plane Z = Zl,
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and passing through both the center of the core and the
point (Xl,Yl).

This angle will therefore be called 8',

as shown in Fig. 6.

It is given by the formula:

(App. E)
(8)

where m. is the group distribution function exponent.
l

For

example, m equals 0 and m2 equals 1/3. Any azimuthal
3
angle, ¢',was considered equally probable, thus¢' was
chosen by:

¢'

=

2nRN

( 9)

Using then the axes transformation scheme given in App. F,
the direction cosines in the fixed system were calculated.

Figure 6:

Diagram of Variables Used In Direction
Cosines Determination.
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3.

Determination of the Distance Between Interactions and the Location of Each Interaction

The probability per unit distance that a neutron will
have an interaction is the sum of the three individual
event probabilities.

Et

=

(em -1 )

E +E.+E
s
1
y

(10)

E.,
and Ey represent the macroscopic total,
1
elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, and capture
cross sections, respectively.

The reciprocal of the total

cross section is called the mean free path, and is equal
to the average distance a neutron will travel between two
successive interactions.

The probability that a neutron

will travel a distance X without an interaction is then
e -EtX •

Using this exponential distribution of distances X,

the Monte Carlo simulation chooses distances such that,
over many histories, the distances X selected will be represented by an exponential distribution.

To do this a

random number, RN, is selected and set equal to this exponential function.
RN =
Equation (11)

(11)

is then solved for X, yielding:
X

=

-ln (RN) /Lt

(12)

It can be proved mathematically, App. C, and it can also
be shown by using the computer, that the X's so selected
will form an exponential distribution, with the average
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distance traveled being equal to one mean free path.
Once this distance is known, the coordinates of the
next interaction (X2,Y2,Z2) can be found from:
X2 = Xl + X*a

(13)

Y2 = Yl + X*S

(14)

Z2
where a,

s,

=

Zl + X*y

(15)

and y are the direction cosines of the neutron

path in the fixed coordinate system.
Because the scattering angle is measured with respect
to a polar axis coinciding with the direction of motion of
the neutron and not with respect to the fixed polar axis,
an axes transformation is employed (App. F)

to obtain the

direction cosines in the fixed system.
4.

Identification of Region Within Which Interaction
Takes Place

The new coordinates of the neutron (X2,Y2,Z2) could
be in any of the following places:
a.

One of the thirteen numbered cylindrical regions.

b.

In the concrete of the PCRV.

c.

Outside of the PCRV, either:
1).

Above or below the PCRV.

2).

To the side of the PCRV.

d.

Within the core of the HTGR.

e.

In a different quarter section of the PCRV.

Since the elemental composition and cross sections are
quite different for each region, proper identification
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of the medium containing the neutron's new coordinates is
extremely important.

Therefore, with each change of posi-

tion, a subroutine is called to determine which of the
above criteria is met.
5.

Selection of Element With Which Interaction Takes
Place

Any given region may be made up of one or more elements.

Therefore, once a collision point is located, a

specific isotope for interaction must be selected.

Relying

again on the total macroscopic cross section of each element as a probability for interaction, relative probabilities for each element are set up similar to those created
for the selection of the starting point energy.

In this

case the various Eti'S are used in place of the neutron
fluxes,

¢ 1..

Again. the various P.1 's are compared with a

random number between 0 and 1, until a particular element
is selected.
6.

Selection of Type of Interaction

Once a specific element is chosen,

i t then becomes

necessary to determine the type of collision.

This is

done in a manner similar to the selection of the element.
In this case the individual macroscopic cross sections for
capture, elastic scattering, and inelastic scattering are
used to set up relative probabilities.
are:

These probabilities
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Rl = l:s/l:t = Probability for elastic scatter

(16)

R2 = l:i/l:t = Probability for inelastic scatter

(17)

R3 = l:y/l:t = Probability for capture

(18)

Using Rl, R2, and R3, probabilities P. can be created
1.

from:
i

i:Rn
n=l
P. =
1.

(19)

3

LRn
n=l
A random number between 1 and 0 is then selected.

If it

is less than P , elastic scattering occurred; if it is
1
between P and P , inelastic scattering took place; if
2
1
i t is greater than P , capture resulted.
2
7.

Scattering Equations

When a neutron undergoes a scattering collision with
a nucleus i t is necessary to determine the scattering angle
and the energy with which the neutron leaves the interaction.

App. G shows the mathematical steps required to

obtain these values.

Since either elastic or inelastic

scattering is possible, the expressions contained in App. G
are of a general form that will handle either case.
If the neutron's energy is much greater than that of
the nucleus, the nucleus will look like a stationary target
to the neutron.

In this case the energy of the nucleus

will be considered zero, and thus the neutron cah only lose
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energy in the collision.

This is called down-scattering.

If the energy of the neutron is on the same order of magnitude, or less than, that of the nucleus, the energy of
the nucleus cannot be neglected.
may gain energy in the collision.
scattering.

In this case the neutron
This is called up-

Both possibilities are included in the

program.
8.

Detection of Neutron Flux

To measure the neutron flux in the PCRV a grid system
was set up at varying radial distances from the center of
the core.

The grid was divided into six

(Figs. 7a-7b)

equal angular regions, and five Z regions corresponding to
those shown in Figs. 3a-3e.

1

2

4
5
1

Figure 7a:

4
5
Angular Regions
2

3

The Grid System.

6
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Rl

R2 R3 R4 RS

R6

R2 = Radius of Core
R6 = Radius of PCRV
Figure 7b:

Radial Grid.

When a neutron's path crossed one of the grid sections, the event was recorded and a running count of the
number of neutrons crossing a given grid square was kept.
For each history a neutron was allowed to cross many different grid squares.

However, if it passed through a

specific section more than once in the same history, it
was counted only once for that particular section.

The

reason for this relates to the fact that the Monte Carlo
method is actually a computer simulation of an experiment.
In an experiment, a single detector would be moved around
the PCRV, and the flux for each point measured.

More than

one detector might perturb the flux, since neutrons are
lost when they are detected.

In the computer, detectors
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can be placed in numerous locations, by allowing these
detectors to count neutrons, without capturing them.

In

this way the measurements of each detector is independent
of the other detectors.

For any given history and detec-

tor, a single neutron should only be counted one time,
since a detected neutron is lost in the actual experiment.
The computer accomplishes this by allowing only one count
per detector per history.
To determine when a crossing took place, the distances
from the center of the core to the neutron's starting and
ending points between successive collisions were computed.
If these radial distances were in different radial zones,
a crossing took place.

The crossing point was then found

using the equations for the intersection of a line and a
circle.

(App. B)

Knowing the coordinates of the crossing

point, an angle o. (Fig. 8) was determined from:

o
where RR(I)

= arcos(X2I/RR(I))

(20)

is the radial distance of the ith radial region

whose boundary was crossed.

Comparing this angle with the

various angular increments, a particular zone was selected.
Knowing the Z coordinate, the

z

region was also determined.

In this way the number of neutrons crossing a particular
grid square was counted.
The flux at any given radial distance should be the
same regardless of angular zone.
symmetry of the problem.

This is a result of the

After the calculation showed that

this was indeed the case, the angular dependence was
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dropped.

Figure 8:
D.

Determination of Angle 8.

Cross Section Data
1.

General Requirements

The use of the total, elastic scattering, inelastic
scattering, and capture macroscopic cross sections as
probabilities, is the backbone of the Monte Carlo simulation.

It is therefore required that these cross sec-

tions be expressed as accurately as possible.

A cross

section data set must be created such that the various
cross sections can be chosen quickly for the proper

mate~

rial and appropriate neutron energy, since cross section
values can be stored in the computer for only a discrete
number of energies.

An interpolation scheme must be set

up to select the proper cross section when the neutron
energy falls between .two energies for which the cross
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section is tabulated.
2.

ENDF/B Cross Section Data

The ENDF/B cross section library 13 was used in this
work.

It provides an extensive table of neutron cross

sections.

For the elements encountered in the PCRV,

within the energy range previously specified, the ENDF/B
file contains a complete listing of microscopic total,
elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, and capture cross
sections.
points.

These cross sections are given for many energy
To obtain a value between listed points five

interpolation schemes are given.
are:

The interpolation schemes

constant; linear-linear; linear-log; log-linear;

log-log.
Differential scattering cross sections, used in the
determination of scattering angle, are also included for
the majority of the elements in the form of Legendre expansion coefficients.

These coefficients are also listed

at various energy points.

Only hydrogen and potassium

have this scattering cross section expressed in a different manner.

However,

in the energy range considered,

scattering for these two elements so closely approximates
isotropic, in the center of mass system, that for these
two it is assumed as such.

This assumption eliminates

several programming problems that would be created if more
than one scheme for determining differential scattering
cross sections were allowed.
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3.

Creation of Cross Section Data Set to be Used
In the Program

It was decided that 200 energy groups would be a dequate for the determination of the various cross sections.
The breakdown of these groups is shown in Table 1.
Table 1:
Index (IE)

Since

Energy Groups

Groups

(eV)

Increment (eV)

1 to 2

.lE-3 to .lE-2

.9E-3

2 to 3

.lE-2 to .lE-1

.9E-2

3 to 4

.lE-1 to .lE 0

.9E-l

4 to 5

.lE 0 to .lE 1

. 9E 0

5 to 14

.lE 1 to .235E 1

.15E 0

14 to 15

.235E 1 to .lE 3

.9765E 2

15 to 24

.lE 3 to .lE 4

.lE 3

24 to 123

.lE 4 to .lE 6

.lE 4

123 to 168

.lE 6 to .lE 7

. 2E 5

168 to 200

.lE 7 to .3E 7

.635E 5

there are eight elements, five cross sections per element,
and several regions that contain like elements in differing
concentrations, many more than 200 energy groups might
create a core storage problem for the available computer.
Another reason for limiting this number to 200, was to cut
down on program run time.

With the numerous requirements

for cross section data, the larger the number of points to
scan, the greater the time involved.

The various energy
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increments were selected to give the greatest detail
possible.

As an example, for the dominant element in the

concrete, oxygen, the energy groupings in the intermediate
and thermal energy ranges are finer than those listed in
the ENDF/B tables.

Since the majority of neutrons begin

in these groups, the representation of the cross sections
is a very good one.
Microscopic cross sections, cr(E), in units of barns,
are provided by the ENDF/B files.

The first step was to

take this data, with its variety of energy groupings, and
reduce it into the designated groupings.

As previously

mentioned, the various interpolation schemes between
energy points are given in the ENDF/B files.

Therefore,

in reworking this data these interpolation schemes were
used.

Upon completion, the cross section data was set up

in the form cr(MAT,ISIG,IE).

Here MAT stands for the

material number, and has a value from one to eight.

ISIG

stands for cross section type, and changes from one to
four.

(Table 2)

IE is the energy index and ranges from

one to two hundred, corresponding to the 200 energy groups.
The next step was to take these cross sections and
create macroscopic cross sections from the relationship:
E(MAT,ISIG,IE)

= No(MAT,ISIG,IE)

(21)

Here N represents the concentration of element MAT.
(App. H)

To use this macroscopic cross section table the

procedure below was followed.
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Table 2:
Index

Material and Cross Section Numbers
Material

Cross Section

1

Carbon

Total

2

Oxygen

Elastic Scattering

3

Silicon

Inelastic Scattering

4

Calcium

Capture

5

Iron

6

Aluminum

7

Hydrogen

8

Potassium

For a given element, cross section type and neutron
energy, E, the energy table was searched until an index
(IE) was found such that
E(IE-l)<E<E{IE)

(22)

Using this energy index, a linear interpolation was then
made in the cross section table to find the required value
L: .
r

L: = ( (E-E (IE-1)) I (E (IE) -E (IE-1))) (L: (IE) -L: (IE-1)) +
r

L:(IE-1)
Here L:(IE)

(23)

represents the cross section for the appro-

priate material with MAT and ISIG numbers dropped for simplicity.

A linear interpolation scheme was chosen for two

reasons.

First, in the majority of the cross sections

from the ENDF/B file, a linear interpolation is used.
Second, the use of only one method simplifies both the
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programming involved, and cuts down on running time.

The

benefits in these two areas are felt to overshadow the
slight loss in accuracy.
The differential scattering cross section was represented by Fl(MAT,IE), where MAT and IE are the same as
for the macroscopic data.

The same linear interpolation

scheme as for the macroscopic table, was used to find the
proper value of the differential scattering cross section.
It was noted that except at low neutron energies, the
neutron will always undergo a down-scattering.

That is,

after a scattering collision, the neutron energy index will
be equal to or less than the previous index.

Therefore,

except at low energies, the old index was kept as a reference starting point for the next energy search.

If the

neutron energy was in the thermal range, the index for the
energy below which up-scattering was allowed, was used as
the reference energy.

Using this energy searching method,

over the many histories required, a considerable savings in
program running time should result.
E.

Program Capabilities
1.

Program Composition

The program can be divided into two sections, a
general portion and a specific one.

The general part of

the program is called such since it could be used in any
Monte Carlo problem, regardless of geometry.

This division
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includes the scattering equation formulas,

the axes trans-

formation subroutine, the cross section selection, and
the interaction determination.

The specific part has some

dependence on a particular geometry.

However, the majority

of the data for these sections is in the form of input,
and as such, the program would be useful for a variety of
PCRV configurations.

Data concerning material composition

and structural coordinates could thus be altered to yield
an almost completely different model.

Some restrictions

would be encountered in the starting point selection, and
neutron region location subroutine.

However, these could

be overcome with slight modification to the program.
2.

Analysis of a Case

Initially the program was designed to print out the
majority of the calculated values for each history.

In

this way, errors in programming that might not otherwise
appear, could be detected.

Numerous check points were also

generated in this phase to aid in error analysis and in
following the program chronology.

After determining that

the program was functioning properly, printing of any or
all of the partial results and checks could be eliminated
through the use of various options built into the program.
Program printouts contained the number fluxes for
individual radial and angular regions.

These fluxes were

then combined over the six angular regions, and normalized
by dividing them by the surface area of the regions crossed.
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This data was also printed as output.
Once the results of the various runs were obtained,
a separate program was used to combine these results and
compute the total flux and resulting error.
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III.
A.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

General Comments
As stated previously the majority of the data used

in the program is in the form of input.

Therefore, it

would be possible to use this program to study a wide
variety of parameters and situations.

However, in this

work, few parameter variations were employed.

Instead,

variable selection was based on the desire to obtain results comparable to those given by Gulf in Fig. 5.

De-

cisions regarding the following parameters had to be made.
1.

Geometry and composition of PCRV.

2.

Temperature of PCRV.

3.

Lowest neutron energy limit allowed.

4.

Maximum number of collisions allowed per neutron.

5.

Threshold epergy limit for up-scattering.

6.

Initial state energy distribution.

7.

Radial grid number and spacing.

8.

Number of histories to be run.

Temperature and composition were chosen to conform
with available data. 11
atures were studied.

Two cases for two different temperFor Case I, the temperature was taken

to be the maximum temperature in the bulk concrete during
normal operation, 155°F.
ature,

For Case II, an elevated temper-

647°F was used to see if temperature increase would

have a significant effect on the flux.

The lowest neutron

energy and the maximum number of collisions per neutron
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were chosen in such a way as to minimize computer run time,
while at the same time reduce the number of neutrons lost
artificially, to an insignificant amount.

A lower energy

limit of .001 eV accounted for only 1.86% of the neutrons
lost in Case I, and 1.15% of the neutrons lost in Case II.
This mortality rate was deemed acceptable.

The difference

between high and low temperature cases should be expected.
At the higher temperature, neutrons are subjected to upscattering earlier in their history, and thus have a
greater opportunity to be lost due to other means.
A maximum number of 125 collisions produce terminations only .16% and .5% of the time for Case I, and Case
II respectively.

This too was considered acceptable.

The

fact that more neutrons have more collisions at high
temperature should also be expected.

With a higher up-

scattering threshold, neutrons in Case II are subjected
to more scattering collisions, and thus more are lost due
to an excessive number of collisions.
The threshold limit set for up-scattering,

5KT, was

somewhat arbitrary, and based primarily on the fact that
the number of nuclei with energy above 5KT is small, since
their distribution is essentially Maxwellian.

The initial

state energy distribution was chosen to conform with data
12
obtained from Gulf.
The number of radial grids, and the spacing between
these grids, Table 3, were selected to give results comparable to those in Fig. 5.

For this work all grids are
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located between the outer surface of the core and the steam
generators.
Table 3:
Grid Number

Radial Grids

Distance From Center of Core

1

545 em

2

550 em

3

555 em

4

560 em

5

570 em

6

580 em

7

590 em

8

600 em

The number of histories, 100,000 for each case, was
chosen to keep both computer run time and percent error
to an acceptable level.

Although the maximum error for

Case I was 33% and for Case II was 41%, this error occurred
at the maximum distance considered, and for only one energy
group.

The majority of the errors for the various groups,

for all radial distances, was well under 10%.

The method

of computing error is shown in App. I.
B.

Final Results
1.

Analysis of Group Fluxes

Initially the program calculated the flux for a given
radial grid by dividing i t up into six angular regions and

five Z zones.

(see Fig. 7a)

to be uniform (Fig.
given height.

9)

However, the flux was found

for any given radial distance, at a

This should have been suspected, since at a

given height any position on the surface of the core was
considered equally probable for starting point selection.
Thus, once this distribution was shown, the angular dependence on the radial grid was dropped.
Two cases were studied.

One, Case I, with a PCRV

temperature of 155°F, and the other, Case II, with a PCRV
temperature of 647 0 F.

The group fluxes for these two cases

are shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
are shown for clarity.

Only selected error bars

Analysis of the curves obtained

is relatively straightforward.

The distribution of the

four groups in the immediate vicinity of the core, grids
one and two, corresponds, as expected, quite closely to
the initial state energy distribution.

These fluxes then

drop off quite rapidly, as the distance from the core
surface increases.

This too would be expected, since the

concrete of the PCRV is a good attenuating medium.

The

lesser decline in the thermal flux traversing the 8 grid
regions is due to the thermalization of the neutrons in
the faster groups.
A comparison of the group fluxes at the two different
temperatures shows that only the thermal fluxes are different.

(Fig. 12)

The thermal flux in Case II decreases

slower with distance than in Case I.
expected.

This too should be

The increased temperature of the PCRV increases
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the up-scattering threshold and widens the up-scattering
energy band.

Therefore, neutrons would spend more time

in the thermal range for Case II.

As a result, neutrons

have a greater chance to travel further from the core, thus
the higher flux.
tering
zero.

ban~the

Prior to entering the thermal, up-scatenergy of the nucleus is assumed to be

Thus, increased temperature should have no effect on
Such is the case.

the intermediate and fast groups.
2.

Comparison with Previous Data

Previous side flux calculations were made by Gulf.

1

For these calculations a lDF transport code was used to
ascertain the fast neutron fluxes.

The neutrons per em 2 •

sec down-scattered below .lMeV from this code were then
used as source terms in the Gaze diffusion code to generate
the intermediate and thermal neutron fluxes.

The fluxes

obtained from the lDF code were corrected using a factor
found from the point-kernal calculations of the PATH code.
A comparison of the data from this work and the calculations made by Gulf are shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

It

should be noted that the curves representing Gulf's data
were obtained from the semilogarithmic graph of Fig. 5, as
i t was the only data available.

Although the group fluxes

compare fairly well, some discrepancies are present.
calculates a somewhat higher thermal flux,

Gulf

and the shape

of their curve differs slightly from the shape found in
this work in the immediate vicinity of the core.

The shape
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of the intermediate and fast groups is essentially the same
for both sets of data.
3.

Flux Calculations in Other Areas

This work modeled the whole PCRV, and therefore fluxes
were recorded in regions other than the side.

However, the

events recorded were much less in number than those obtained for the side region, and the statistical error of
the result is too high.

For this reason the fluxes in

these other areas are not presented.

In general the fluxes

in these other zones should be much less than those in the
side region.

c.

Conclusions
This work has achieved its objective in calculating

the side fluxes in the PCRV.

It would seem that the PCRV

performs its function as a neutron shield very well.

Not

only does it offer virtually total protection from neutron
radiation to individuals in the vicinity of the PCRV, i t
also serves to substantially decrease the neutron flux
reaching the various structures contained within it.

Where

continued exposure to high radiation flux could cause
damage to such structures, the excellent shielding qualities of the PCRV are a necessity.
D.

Comments About the Method Used
The experience gained from this work leads to four
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conclusions concerning the Monte Carlo method.

First, most

of the problems with the program were caused by round off
errors in the computer.

Much of this trouble could have

been avoided if double precision had been used.

Second,

it is possible for many minor errors to go unnoticed in the
program.

For this reason numerous checks need be incor-

porated into the program.

Third, the Monte Carlo method

is limited by core size and computer time available.
Finally, this method can be used to obtain results at least
as accurate as those obtained from other means.
E.

Recommendations for Future Work
Fluxes at distances far away from the core can be

calculated by introducing the neutrons not at the PCRV
surface, but deeper inside the PCRV.

The initial state of

the neutrons would be selected based on the results of this
work.

In this way, the neutron flux in the entire PCRV

can be determined.
Varying the structural configurations within the PCRV,
to test the feasibility of new designs, would be quite
simple, since the majority of the geometric data is an
input.

A more careful study of the flux in any particular

area could also be made by varying these geometric
conditions.
Besides changes in geometry, other parameters can also
be changed.

If a better initial state flux distribution

becomes available, a more accurate flux determination can
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be made.

A study of the effects of varying the core re-

flection could also be made with little alteration to the
program.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM
SET

START

STORAGE
COMPUTE
ENERGY
GROUP
PROB.

CONDITIONS

COMPUTE
E's

DATA

SELECT ST.
PT.
AND
A'---__,
INITIALIZE
INDICES
LOCATE NEW
REGION CHECK
FLUXES

SELECT Et
ACCORDING
TO IXY &
IE
COMPUTE
NEW
COORD.

COMPUTE
DISTANCE
TRAVELED

SET INDEX
FOR
REFLECTING

COMP.

SELECT
ELEMENT
INTERACTED
WITH

SELECT
INTERACT.
TYPE

PRINT
RESULTS

STOP
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APPENDIX B
LINE - CIRCLE INTERSECTION
Numerous occasions arise in the program where it is
necessary to compute the coordinates of the intersection
between the neutron path, and a circular radial grid or
a cylindrically modeled structure.

Since the neutron

travels in a straight line between interactions, the intersection point of its path with the various circular configurations can be found by using the equations for the
intersection between a line and a circle.
Let (Xl,Yl,Zl),

(X2,Y2,Z2), and (X,Y,Z) be the coor-

dinates of the neutron starting point, end point and
intersection point, respectively, XC and· YC the center
coordinates of the circular region, and RC be the region
radius.

The equation of the straight line representing

the neutron path is:
(X-Xl)/(X2-Xl)=(Y-Yl)/(Y2-Yl)=(Z-Zl)/(Z2-Zl)

(24)

and of the circle representing the cross section of the
circular region:
(25)

These two equations are solved simultaneously for X.

X

=

(26)

Here
(27)
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where
P

=

(Y2-Yl)I(X2-Xl)

(28)

=

2
-2(XC+XlP -YlP+YCP)

( 29)

and
B

2
C = XC 2 +xl 2 P +Yl 2 -Rc 2 -2(XlYlP-XlYCP+YlYC)

(30)

Equation 26 yields two values for X since a line can
intersect a circle at two distinct points.

The proper X

can then be selected according to whether the intersection
point desired is between Xl and X2, or outside them.
Once X is known, i t can be substituted into equation
24 to find the remaining coordinates.

It is

I (X2-Xl)) (Y2-Yl) +Yl

( 31)

(X-Xl) I (X2-Xl)) ( Z2-Zl) +Zl

( 3 2)

y

=

( (X-Xl)

z

=

(

pos~ible

that Xl

=

X2.

25 could be directly solved for Y.

In that case, equation
Once Y is known, a

substitution into equation 24, similar to that done above,
is used to solve for Z.
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APPENDIX C
MATHEMATICAL PROOF OF VARIABLE SELECTION USING
RANDOM NUMBERS AND A PROBABILITY FUNCTION
Consider a variable x defined between a and b, and
a function f{x)

such that,
b

ff{x)dx
a

=

(33)

1

The expression f{x)dx is the probability that x has a value
between x and x + dx.

That is f{x)

unit x that the value is x.

=

the probability per

This function f{x)

is called

the density function of x.
The function F{x), called the distribution function,
is defined as:
X

F{x)

=

ff{x)dx
a

{ 3 4)

and is equal to the probability that the value of x is less
than or equal to x.
It is desired to select, using random numbers, values
of x according to the density function f{x).

To do this

set
O<r<l
b.r = b.F{x)

{ 3 5)

O<F{x)<l
where r

is a random number and P(r)

function.

If values of x are then selected from this

equation, and p{x)
values:

is its density

is the density function of these x
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p(x)~x

=

P(r)~r

( 3 6)

However, for random numbers P(r) equals one, therefore:
~r

p(x)

=

~F(x)

=

F(x+~x)-F(x)

= F(x+~~~-F(x) = f(x)

( 3 7)

QED.

(38)
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APPENDIX D
SELECTION OF THE INITIAL STATE Z COORDINATE

The axial core flux at the inner surface of the PCRV
was represented as
¢(z) =A sin(Tiz/H)
z
where H is the core height.

O<z<H

(39)

The probability that a neutron

starts at a position between zero and z is
z

JAzsin(Tiz/H)dz
0
H

JAzsin(Tiz/H)dz
0

This is set equal to a random number

z
fAzsin(Tiz/H)dz
RN

=

0
H

( 40)

fAzsin(Tiz/H)dz
0

and solved to obtain
Z = (H/TI)arcos(l-2RN)

( 41)

The Z's thus selected have the proper sine distribution.
(see App. C)

z

Since the coordinate system is based with

= 0 at the bottom of the PCRV, the distance obtained in

equation 41 must be subtracted from the distance between
the bottom of the PCRV and the top of the core to obtain
Zl.
Zl = HT-(H/TI)arcos(l-2RN)

( 5)
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APPENDIX E
DETERMINATION OF INITIAL STATE POLAR SCATTERING ANGLE
IN PRIMED SYSTEM
The polar angle distributions for the initial state
are given in Table 4, for the four neutron energy groups.
These distributions are all in the form of cosm8'.

There-

fore, once the initial state energy is known, the proper
distribution can be chosen to find the polar angle.

The

basic approach to finding this angle is as follows.
Let f(8)sin8d8 be the probability that a neutron will
be emitted with an angle between 8 and 8+d8.

The distri-

bution f(8) refers to neutrons emitted in the forward
direction, therefore
TI/2
Jf(8')sin8'd8' = 1

(42)

0

By substituting the general distribution one obtains:

n/2
m·
JAiCOS 1 8'sin8'd8' = 1

(43)

0

where m. equals the exponent corresponding to the proper
l

energy group distribution function and Ai is a normalization constant.

Calling the cos8' =X, equation 43 becomes:
(44)

Solving for A. yields:
l

A. = m. + 1
l

l

( 4 5)
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Integrating the probability function between 0 and X and
setting i t equal to a random number as in App. C, one
obtains:
cos8'

= (1-RN)l/(mi+l)

(46)

or
( 4 7)

Table 4:
Energy Limits

Group

Polar Angle Distributions
Distribution Function
2

e

E>lMeV

1

.l<E<lMeV

2

Intermediate

3

A cos 1 1 3 e•
2
A3 (isotropic)

E<2.38eV

4

A4

Alcos

I

(isotropic)

Exponent (m. )
l

2
1/3
0
0
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APPENDIX F
COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION
When a neutron undergoes a scattering collision, the
resulting scattering angles, obtained from the scattering
equations are given with respect to a polar axis defined
by the previous direction of the neutron motion.

In order

to determine the location of the next neutron interaction,
with regard to the fixed, or reference coordinate system,
an axes transformation must be made.
.
.
b y t h e use o f
t h 1s
1s

One way of doing

d.1rect1on
.
.
l4
cos1nes.

Once the proper

direction cosines of the new neutron path are known, they
can be combined with the distance traveled and the old
neutron location, to find the new coordinates in the fixed
system.
The direction cosines a,

S, and y of the neutron path

in the fixed system, prior to the collision are known.
(Fig. 15a)

In Cartesian coordinates, the unit vector along

this neutron path is given by
k'

= ai+Bj+yk

(48)

The coordinates of the collision (Xl,Yl,Zl) are given by:

where r

Xl

= Xo+ar

( 4 9)

Yl

= Yo+Sr

(50)

Zl

= Zo+yr

(51)

is the distance traveled and Xo,Yo,Zo are the

coordinates of the beginning of the neutron's path in the
fixed system.
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(Xl,Yl,Zl)

(Xo,Yo,Zo)

I
"))
Figure 15a:

Direction of Neutron Motion Prior to Collision
Defined by Points (Xo,Yo,Zo) and (Xl,Yl,Zl).

~
zI

I
I
I

e'

/.,.,.

<t>•

r=---y~

(X2,Y2,Z2)

/

,/x
Figure 15b:

Direction of Neutron Motion After Collision
Defined by Points

(Xl,Yl,Zl) and (X2,Y2,Z2).

(X2,Y2,Z2)
Figure 15c:

Direction of Neutron After Collision in Fixed
System Defined by Direction Cosines a*,B*,y*.
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A new coordinate system is then defined with its

z

positive
along 1• I

'

axis directed along kIf and its X axis directed

where i I is defined by:
i' =

k 'xk

(52)

I k'xkl

Since,

[~

k'xk =

j

s
0

:]

= Si-aj

(53)

equation 52 becomes
i ' = (S/SQ)i-(a/SQ)j

(54)

where
(55)
For a right-handed coordinate system,
• I

J

_

-

k 1 Xi I
lk'xi'l

(56)

Since k' and i' are perpendicular, the magnitude of the
cross product is one and
2 2
j' = (1/SQ) (ayi+Syj-(a +S )k)

(57)

When the neutron scatters at angles 8' and¢' in
the new system, a unit vector along its new path would
be given by:
n = a'i'+S'j'+y'k'

(58)

where a', S', andy' are the direction cosines of the
scattered path, and are ·given by:

(Fig. 15b)

a ' = cos¢'sin8'

(59)

S' = sin¢'sin8'

(60)

y' = cose'

( 61)
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In the unprimed, or fixed system, n would be
n

= a' 8~(Si-aj)+S' 5~(ayi+Syj-(a 2 +s 2 )k)+
y' (ai+S j+yk)

(62)

Regrouping terms would yield:
n =

J

[

a'D+D'ay
JJ
JJ
+ y'a
SQ

[

-a'a+S'Sy
SQ
+ y'S

i +

J

j

+

(-S'SQ+y'y)k

( 6 3)

Thus the direction cosines of n in the old system are:
(Fig. 15c)
a*= (a'S+S'ay)/(SQ) + y'a

(64)

S* =

( 6 5)

(-a'a+S'Sy)/(SQ) + y'S
y* = -S'SQ + y'y

{66)

With the distance traveled equal t o r ' , the new coordinates
in the fixed system are given by:
X2 = Xl + r'a*

{67)

Y2 = Yl + r'S*

{68)

Z2 = Zl + r'y*

( 6 9)

The equations yielding the polar and azimuthal angles
of the initial state, give them with respect to the direction of a vector in the plane Z = Zl, and passing through
the center of the core and the point

{Xl~Yl)

.

(see Fig. 6)

This is exactly the same problem presented by the scattering equations, and therefore can be treated in a like
manner.
given by:

In this case the direction cosines a, B, andy are
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cos(w)

(7 0)

S = sin(w)

( 71)

a=

y

since

=

0.0

( 7 2)

e, the angle the vector makes with the Z axis, equals

90 degrees.

The primed direction cosines are given as in

equations 59-61, and the desired direction cosines, in the
fixed system are given by equations 64-66.
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APPENDIX G
SCATTERING EQUATIONS
A scattering collision alters a neutron's energy and
direction, and therefore it is necessary to compute these
changes as the neutron travels through a medium.

To

achieve this, the various known neutron parameters prior
to the collision, must be combined with like parameters
for the nucleus, using the laws of Conservation of Energy
and Linear Momentum.

Stated briefly, these Laws require

that for an isolated group of particles, moving and interacting in any way, linear momentum and total system energy
must remain constant.
In deriving the equations for the required variables,
it is desirable to have one set of expressions that will
describe both elastic and inelastic scattering.

Since it

is possible for the neutron to gain energy (up-scattering)
when its energy is of the same order of magnitude or less
than that of the nucleus, this possibility is also considered in the expressions.

A list of variables used in

the following discussion can be found in Table 5.
The energy and direction cosines of the neutron prior
to the collision are known.

For the nucleus, it is assumed

that any azimuthal angle is equally probable, and that
the polar angle is distributed·isotropically.
these angles are given by:

Therefore,
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Table 5:

Scattering Equation Variables

Variable

Definition

E

Energy of Neutron Before the Collision

El

First Excited State of Nucleus

Fl

Second Legendre Expansion Coefficient

K

Boltzmann's Constant

m

Mass of Neutron

M

Mass of Nucleus
Azimuthal Angle of Neutron in Fixed System
Azimuthal Angle of Nucleus in Fixed System
Random Number Between 0 and 1
Temperature of Medium

T
T

r

Relative Kinetic Energy of System Prior
to Impact

e

Polar Angle of Neutron's Direction in Fixed
System

ec

Neutron's Angle of Scatter in Center of
Mass System

en

Polar Angle of Nucleus' Direction in Fixed
System

er

Relative Angle Between Neutron and Nucleus
Prior to Collision

v

Velocity of Neutron Prior to Collision

vc '

Velocity of Neutron After Collision in
Center of Mass System

Vern

Velocity of the Center of Mass
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Table 5:

Scattering Equation Variables

Variable

v

1

(continued)

Definition
Velocity of Neutron After Collision in

I

Laboratory System

vn

Velocity of Nucleus Prior to Collision

v nx,y,z

X, Y, and Z Components of Nucleus' Velocity
Prior to Collision
Neutron Velocity Where Maxwellian is a

Vo

Maximum

vr

Relative Velocity Between Neutron and
Nucleus Prior to Collision

v x,y,z

X, Y, and Z Components of Neutron's Velocity
Prior to Collision

¢n

en =

= 27TRN

(7 3)

arcos(l-2RN)

(7 4)

The energy of the nucleus is assumed to conform to a
Maxwellian distribution, as shown in Fig. 16.

f(v)

AVo

Vo
Vleocity
Figure 16:

Typical

Ma~ellian

Distribution.

Mathemat-
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ically this can be represented as:
(7 5)

where
v0

2

=

2KT/M

(76)

and T is the temperature of the medium.
T is the temperature of the PCRV.

In this problem,

The rejection tech-

nique is then used for the selection of the speed of the
nucleus, based on this distribution.
The Maxwellian distribution is written as
f(v) =

(v/v 0

)

2

exp(l-(v/v 0

)

2

)

O<f(v)<l

(77)

The speed v can theoretically go to infinity, but for
practical considerations, an upper limit is set for the
energy of the nucleus.

In the present work this is set

equal to 5KT, or a maximum speed of lOKT/M.
AV 0

=

lOKT/M

(78)

There is no appreciable error involved with this approximation, because the Maxwellian at this speed is practically zero.

The rejection technique works as follows.

A random number, RNl, is selected and a speed is
chosen from

vn

=

AV RN
0

This v n is substituted for v in equation 75. A second
random number, RN2, is selected.
If RN2 is less than
f(V ), the nucleus is given the speed V.
If RN2 is
n
n
greater than f(V ), the process is repeated by starting
n

with a new pair of random numbers.

(7 9)
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Multiplying the neutron and nucleus velocities by
their respective direction cosines, the X, Y, and Z components of these velocities are found.

Using these values,

the angle between the velocities of the approaching particles is

calcu~ated

from:

= arco s (. ( v v
+ v V
+ v V ) /VV )
y ny
z nz
n
r
x nx
Knowing this angle the relative velocity is obtained

e

(80)

from:
+

vn 2

-

2VV cose
n
r

For inelastic scattering, V

r

( 81)

is combined with the

mass and first excited state of this nucleus, which are
known quantities, to yield the velocity of the neutron
after the collision in the center of mass system.
Vc' =

t\}2M(Tr-El)/(m(m+M))

2

( 8 2)

The polar angle of scattering, e ', in the center of mass
c

system (see Fig. 17)

is considered isotropic for inelastic

scattering, therefore equation 74 can be used to find e c .

v

.. - -

··------~~

/
/

vn

/

/

/
Figure 17:

Diagram of Neutron-Nucleus Collision.
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Knowing the velocity of the center of mass:

Vcm

(Fig. 18)

=

the velocity of the neutron in the laboratory system is:

v1 •

=

2 +vcm 2 +2V 'Vcmcose
Afv
•
'V c
c
c

( 8 4)

The new . neutron kinetic energy is:
E

=

.SV •

2

( 8 5)

1

The polar angle of scattering in the laboratory system
can be found from:
e

=

artan(sine /(y+cose ))

( 8 6)

y = Vcm/V '
c
angle is assumed equally probable,

( 8 7)

c

c

where

Since any

az~muthal

it is selected using equation 73.

Figure 18:

Relationship Between Center of Mass, and
Laboratory System Velocity and Scattering
Angle.
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When elastic scattering is encountered, El in equation
82 is set equal to 0, and the center of mass polar angle
of scattering is found from:

ec

= arcos((-1+ o/1+3Fl(3Fl+2-4RN))/3Fl)

(88)

where Fl is the second Legendre expansion coefficient of
the differential elastic scattering cross section obtained
from the ENDF/B file.

Equations 82-87 are then used to

find the new energy and scattering angle.
When the neutron energy prior to collision is outside
the thermal range, the energy of the nucleus becomes insignificant.

In this case the speed of the nucleus is set

equal to zero, and again the above equations apply.
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APPENDIX H
REGION COMPOSITIONS
Structure

Region

Steam Generator

1,2

5

.013

Concrete Above Core

4

2

.0424271

3

.0153518

4

.0028202

5

.0012823

6

.0026561

7

.0075095

8

.0006705

MAT

N (atms/b• em)

Control Rod Storage Wells

5,6,7

1

.00093

Concrete

14

2

.0438566

3

.0158691

4

.0029153

5

.0013157

6

.0027456

7

.0077626

8

.0006931

Regions 3-Auxiliary Cooling Loop, 8 and 9-Helium Purification Wells, 10-Coolant Pipe, and 11, 12, and 13-Helium
Coolant Channels have such low elemental concentrations
that they are considered voids by the program.
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APPENDIX I
ERROR ANALYSIS
The variance of the value ¢ of a quantity calculated
by the Monte Carlo method is given by 8-18

( 89)

where
( 9 0)

and
N = Total Number of Histories

~i =Weight of the ith Success Contributing to the
Value of ¢
R = Number of Successes
Hence
( 91)
~·

In this program

1

's are all equal to one, and the

quantity N-1 can be taken equal to N due to the large
number of histories.

If this is done equation 91 yields

the following expression for the relative error:
(a/¢) =

~(N-R)/NR

(9 2)

(N-R) /NR

( 9 3)

The absolute error is

a =

¢

,.;
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In the preceding equations, ¢ is the number flux, or
the number of neutrons crossing a given surface area.

If

this flux is divided by the area, a normalized flux¢' is
obtained.

This ¢' has the same relative error as¢ and

is the one reported in the results.
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